
The Dual Role of the Respinatory System
{pages ag ond go}

Which gas, referred to as an oxidizing agent,
makes the combustion of nutrients porsibl"i

orvqe 11
Is there'riore carbon dioxide in the air we
inhale or in the air we exhale? Where does it
come from? €XhO_t< r CC llolaf
compare inhaled airwith;.;K:|,lfh'?-e Phvsiclogy of the Respiratory system
a comparative table, like the one be1ow. " {pages 94 *nd 95}
Enter the names of the gases' 6" which muscles contract during inhalation?

inlgrcos,taQ I di a-Qv\ca.g<r^-.
/. During inhalatjon, in which direction dois

the diaphragm move? do--r-- - ,.

It is the smallest division of the brdfliL
This structure, aside from the bronchi, h--,. .,,

cilia that filter the aa. traCVra/na*_l
H fkns respiratory muscle forms i partirii

between the lungs and the abdomen. dli) They are grouped together in clusters
and are surrounded by blood vessels. GIVJ

E. Oxygen and carbon dioxide diffuse. Explair
the principle of diffr-rsion. ur*srrrc- G'-

4 C-".C--^"-*r-^*-..yv- -I- .{g, Ccnr<-r-.,.^:
9. Are the tollowing statemenis true of false?

a) The volume of the rib cage increases ,l
during exhalation. {- ri

b) Arr pressure in the lungs decreases
during inhalation. f-

T0. Identifi. the gases involved in the gas
exchanges that occur in the alveoli
and biood vessels.
a) GasA: Q2 :

b) Gas B: €61;,..: i :, - . r"

f)
s)

,,

a.

3.

The Amate my of the Resplratary Systeft?

{poges go to gS}

g" Place the following respiratory structures in
_the order in which air enters them:
) o) Bronchi 1 ") Alveolil^ b) Trachea L fl Bronchioles
2 c) Pharynx 3d Laqmx
I d) Nasai cavities

$, Identify the respiratory structures described
in the following sentences:
a) Both air and food pass through this

stru.cture. ?hO..1-n.-rab) This membrane surrotinds each lung. PLe.ur--a_-c) The vocal cords are located in this
structure. voiL(_ \a)X \n \O,^-5r..r.d) This structure is made up of a group of v

bronchioles and alveoli. t*J C--e) This structure wanns the air through its
blood vessels. \\O.SSU Cq,\;.\
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